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INTRODUCTION OF GUIA2 PROJECT 
 

GUIA2 is working to empower and improve employability of people with disability (PWD) 

and art-educators (EDU) who work for and with this population. Therefore, it is in line with 

goals set by the EU Ministries responsible for Education (the Paris Declaration, 2015): 

“strengthening the key contribution which education makes to personal development, social 

inclusion and participation“, „ensuring inclusive education for all“, „empowering teachers so 

that they are able to take an active stand against all forms of discrimination“ and that educators 

can „meet the needs of pupils from diverse backgrounds“. In terms of the needs of target groups: 

GUIA2! uses artistic education to address the immediate needs of PWD and EDU by combating 

marginalization and social discrimination but also low basic skills which are present due to high 

levels of self-stigma and low self-esteem (Corrigan, 2009). Inclusive education which includes 

artistic expression is crucial in this process as it helps raise selfesteem (O’Toole et.al., 2010), 

helps develop basic skills (Key Competences) of those involved and motivates them for 

education. This, in turn, gives greater employability. 

Background Information 
 

GUIA2 project is based on GUIA partnership which became an example of good practice in 

2013 and addresses organizations experienced in inclusive and participatory work, especially 

in the field of performing arts; theatre, dance, music... 

Title: 

GUIDE= learn process, education 

US = educators and disabled people 

INTO = not only to consume, but really to go into, to participate, as equal, inclusion 

ARTS = performing arts 

TWO = continuation of good practice from GUIA 1 

Project Aim, Activities & Partners 
 

GUIA2 project aims to exchange experiential knowledge and methods of work with disabled 

people by means of artistic tools. The project will achieve: 
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 reducing prejudice and enhancing social and artistic inclusion, 

 empowering participants by addressing their self-stigma and inviting them to join in this 

inclusive European educational program, 

 development of inclusive methodologies for working with disabled people, 

 learning through the sharing of professional knowledge. 

To reach the aim of the Project, the trainings will consist of: 

 Practical workshops for disabled participants, lead by host organization 

 Professional teachers and trainees from partner organizations will attend these 

workshops, 

 Post-session debriefings will exchange methodologies and experiences towards 

achieving monitoring and output measures, 

 Public presentations to increase participation in European citizenship, promote 

discussions on disability & employability issue and enhance Disability Festivals, 

The project acknowledges all participants as equal partners on the way to integration and to 

overcome stigmatization, marginalization, exclusion. Not only to guide them towards, but 

really to lead them “into” the arts, as active participants and artists. 

During 210 days of 7 educational workshops for 100 participants (of which at least 18 are 

participants with disability) accompanied by 18 assistants, individual post-workshop public 

performances and 3 disability multiple-days festivals, participants and partners will produce 

and publish: 

 Final photo exhibition, 

 Digital Stories- short educational videos from all meetings, 

 Website with educational materials (video, e-Manual, photos, descriptions of methods) 

 E-Manual and a printed version- with all methods, experiences of participants, 

evaluation results and recommendations by experts (educators) 

 Photographic documentary on the project and project partner organization 

GUIA2! website will serve as a web tool where disabled people and teachers/trainees can 

upload their impressions, and where examples of best practice about working with arts and 

disabled people can be found. 
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The partnership was initiated by Akdeniz University from Antalya, Turkey and joined by 6 

organizations from 6 countries of Europe: Tresnjevka Cultural Centre (Zagreb, Croatia), 

Stowarzyszenie Pracownia Filmowa "Cotopaxi" (Warszawa, Poland), Arts & Disability Forum 

(ADF) (Belfast, Ireland), Teatralie (Praha, Czech Republic), GC DE ZEYP (Brussels, 

Belgium), Blauschimmel Atelier e.V. (Oldenburg, Germany). 
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 erasmus@akdeniz.edu.tr                 ljperisic@cekate.hr  ivo.peeters@dezeyp.be teatralie@seznam.cz 
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WORKSHOP-7 IN CROATIA 

GUIA2 workshop in Zagreb, Croatia was planned for July 2020 but this plan was changed due 

to COVID-19. Finally, the workshop could be held in September (20-24 September 2021). 

WOrkshop was attended by participants from all partner organisations (Germany, Turkey, 

United Kingdom, Poland, and Croatia). Workshop was held in a venue suitable during COVID-

19 restrictions, a venue where participants could really try the drama-action model. 

Objectives & Target Group of Workshop-2 
 

The main objective of the workshop was to show the basics of the drama-action model that can 

be used in working with marginalised groups, particularly people with disabilities. The main 

topic of the workshop was “disability”, which participants were invited to explore through the 

aid of project title words “guide”, “us”, “into”, and “arts”. More specifically, the objective was 

to introduce the participants with theory behind the model, and then to invite them to test the 

model themselves in practice - by exploring the topic themselves (in a non-formal education 

manner). 

Beside the main objective, the workshop was designed so that we help raise EU Key 

Competences of participants, specifically, their cultural awareness, learning to learn, social and 

civic skills. Additionally, the objective was to expose the participants to a public performance, 

as it is an integral part of learning in a drama-action model. This was done in a limited manner, 

due to COVID-19 limits on presence of the audience. 

GUIA2 programme focuses on transferring good practice between partners, and participants at 

this workshop were educators working on a topic of people with disability and use of 

performance arts in non-formal education. To ensure the education is based on real life 

experiences of people with disability, one of the facilitators was a dancer in a wheelchair. This 

is crucial in drama-action model, that the knowledge comes from the group and that the group 

that participates includes those who are the target group of the process. 

Program of Workshop-2 
 

Programme of the workshop was designed so that it follows the current COVID-19 restrictions, 

but also enables the facilitators to present drama-action model and teach participants about its 

basics in a practical, non-formal education way. Programme encircled all elements of the 

drama-action model and gave participants even more – to experience local culture and language 
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(which is also an important part of any Erasmus+ project). Participants first learned the theory 

behind the drama-action model, and then they tried it out themselves in practice. Their findings 

were then collected by facilitators and put into a form suitable for a public 

performance/presentation. 

Here is the detailed programme: 

 

 

 



 

 

                               WORKSHOP PROGRAMME LTT C7 ZAGREB 

TIME 20.09.2021 21.09.2021 22.09.2021 23.09.2021 24.09.2021 

10.00-

10.30 

REGISTRATION  

 

REGISTRATION REGISTRATION REGISTRATION REGISTRATION 

10.30-

11.00 

Introductions 
Exploring the Subject through DAM 

in practice 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Dance & Movement 

Improvisation 

by Vanja Budimir & 

Marina Bura 

Rehearsal & 

Relaxation 

by Marina Bura 

& Ivan Hromatko 

Post-activity Survey 

11.00-

11.30 
Learning the Method: Drama-action 

model (DAM) in theory 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Creative Evaluation 

Backpack-Washing 

Machine-Waste bin 

11.30-

12.00 

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break  Coffee Break 

12.00-

13.00 
Learning the Method: Drama-action 

model (DAM) in practice 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Exploring the Subject through DAM 

in practice 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Dance & Movement 

Improvisation 

by Vanja Budimir & 

Marina Bura 

Rehearsals & 

Movement 

by Marina Bura 

& Ivan Hromatko 

Reflection: 

Interviews, Focus 

group, Digital Story 

13.00-

14.00 

LUNCH BREAK LUNCH BREAK LUNCH BREAK  LUNCH BREAK 

14.00-

15.00 
Learning the Method: Drama-action 

model (DAM) in practice 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Introduction to the Power of 

Movement & Dance 

by Vanja Budimir & Marina Bura 

Dance & Movement 

Improvisation 

by Vanja Budimir & 

Marina Bura 

Rehearsal & 

Relaxation 

Techniques 

by Marina Bura 

& Ivan Hromatko 

Reflection: 

Interviews, Focus 

group, Digital Story 

15.00-

15.30 

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break  Coffee Break 

15.30-

16.30 
Learning the Method: Drama-action 

model (DAM) in practice 

by Ivan Hromatko 

Introduction to the Power of 

Movement & Dance 

by Vanja Budimir & Marina Bura 

Dance & Movement 

Improvisation 

by Vanja Budimir & 

Marina Bura 

Final Presentation 

& Reflection 
Certificate Ceremony 

Photo Session 

Celebration lunch 



 

 

Method Used in Workshop-2 
 

The main method used at this workshop was the drama-action model developed in 2016 by Ivan 

Hromatko for his PhD in sociology. Drama-action model combines the advantages of scientific 

(sociologist) research, theatre (or performative arts), and non-formal education in order to 

achieve positive changes in social reality and lives of individuals. Drama-action model is a 

flexible framework that can include all kinds of activities that are suitable for achieving specific 

goals of each of the stages. Stages of the drama-action model include Separation stage, 

Liminoid/Exploration stage, and Reincorporation stage. Those stages are based on scientific 

findings by Berger and Luckmann (social constructionism), Turner (rite of passage in theatre), 

Lewin (action research), and Goffman (stigma, dramaturgical analysis). Each of the elements 

contributes to a holistic approach and overview of the selected topic. Topic must be a Us vs 

Them (dramatic) problem that exists in real life, and representatives of Us and Them should be 

present - to achieve a sustainable and realistic outcome. All stages are equally crucial for 

achieving a change in prejudices that exist between Us and Them, but the Exploration stage is 

predominant (in terms of time allocated to it). The Separation stage is the start in which 

participants create their symbolic theatre (a place where values of freedom from roles, intense 

interaction, and critical thinking) and symbolically separate from their everyday life roles that 

limit their exploration. After Separation, participants go into the Exploration stage. Exploration 

is where participants explore in a game-like, ludic behavior, the problem that they see as 

important (one that creates the Us vs. Them divide between them). To avoid getting lost in 

playing games, action research elements are introduced (i.e. participants are invited to research 

the topic by going through stages of action research: observation-planning-action-reflection). 

Finally, participants go into Re-incorporation stage in which they are reunited with their 

everyday life roles, but now enriched by their expeirences in the Symbolic Theatre and drama-

action model research. 

The objective of all drama-action model research is to achieve social change or, at least, to send 

a positive (inclusive) message to the public about a specific Us vs. Them topic. So, the 

participants must perform or present in some way their findings to an outside audience. To 

achieve this, they need to learn how to communicate. This is crucial part of drama-action model 

since the change (if any) comes from communication in which we convey a message that breaks 

the otherwise perpetuated and never confronted prejudices. Therefore, the drama-action model  

uses all available communication channels in order to convey the message as clearly as possible, 
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and to enable everyone to communicate (e.g. when working with a person with a disability who 

can’t use words). Therefore, participants are invited to use all types of communication, as 

shown in table below: 
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NE

GA

TIV

E 

US            

INTO            

ARTS            

DISA

BILIT

Y 

           

   

Add 

more… 

Facilitators and participants work through drama-action stages and add all 

the elements they find relevant for their final performance (their positive 

message to the outside audience) 

 

Participants are invited to explore the main topic and all the significant words from three 

aspects/roles: negative role (someone creating a problem), neutral (someone observing), and 

positive role (victim of the problem). Of course, social relations are not so simple and 

participants learn a lot by going through this process and viewing the same topic from different 

roles/positions. 

By going through a drama-action model, participants fill in the table with their own 

interpretations (verbal and non-verbal) of the topic and significant words. Once the process is 

finished, these findings are collected by a facilitator and discussed by the participants. Everyone 

involved is invited to contribute and to mold the final presentation (performance) that will be 

built from the elements of the table above - from verbal and non-verbal actions that show the 

negative, neutral, and positive actions (behavior that perpetuates, neglects, or breaks some 

social problem). Since non-verbal communication is dominant in everyday life, but also mostly 

neglected, the main activities of drama-action model focus on realising the elements of non-
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verbal communication - tools that participants can use to send their message. By using non-

verbal elements the most, participants can also overcome any obstacle (e.g. language barrier, 

age barrier etc. ) and reach wider audiences. This is crucial for a successful sending of positive 

messages - in their performance by which the participants start the end of drama-action process. 

After the performance, participants are invited for the final reflection (Separation stage) to 

explore verbally what was good, what needs to be improved, and what should be left behind. A 

simple BackPack-Washing Machine-Waste Bin process is often used at this stage. In the end, 

all the information is used to improve future drama-action model workshops and to publish 

research findings in a professional or scientific journal. 

Exercises Used in the Workshop 

The bulk of the exercises included dance and movement, as the facilitators agreed it is important 

to promote non-verbal communication and contact in order for the participants to really 

understand the drama-action model. Those elements were facilitated by contemporary dancers 

Vanja Budimir and Marina Bura, who is known as one of the best contemporary dancers with 

disability. Their programme included a variety of exercises and methods that effectively 

showed to the participants the importance of body, movement, contact, and improvisation – and 

of creating a dance programme in a wheelchair. 

 Here is a detailed description of the exercise they used: 

Workshop title: Body movement and Improvisation 

Methods used: 

-        Contact improvisation 

-        Improvisation techniques various fields of performative theatre and dance arts 

-        Somatic, relaxation and meditation techniques (warm -up exercises) 

Behind all of the methods used is the belief that every body is a dance body able to move and 

dance, express in a creative way, a body that has an ability and capacity to express its creative 

potential no matter the differences concerning physical, mental or age difference. We all 

possess innate human energy that moves us in a way to express certain emotions in various 

ways. There is no wrong and right way to move and express ourselves through dance. Especially 

when it comes to contemporary dance, which is much more inclusive of differences between 

performers, it goes beyond the limits of bodily perfection and outdated rigid performative 

standards that relied on precision of movement, fit and trained bodies, etc. In that way dance 
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and movement can be very open to movement research, exploration of our own limits and 

pushing beyond it little by little in our own unique and individual style and tempo. It is also 

about research of space around us, being fully embedded in ourselves, developing awareness 

of other bodies in contact and respecting their differences and abilities, exploring our own and 

other bodies, contact and movement transfer and transformation through action and reaction 

improvisational techniques. 

Day 1: 

1.st activity: Building the body awareness 

The activity takes around 15 minutes and it is a silent exercise, with no music or contact with 

other participants. We start to explore and touch our body. The aim of the activity is to really 

explore all of our body, not forgetting the face, feet, our sides, ribs etc. We explore it with our 

fingers and palms trying to really be aware of our body shapes, texture of our clothes, and 

tensions everything we can perceive in that moment. The goal of the exercise is to switch our 

perception into our bodies and to see it and feel it in a different perspective. 

After the self-exploration we do the same exercises but now in pairs. We try to stay focused , 

to detect the differences between our body and someone elses and to explore, to meet the other 

one. We do it slowly, calmly and fully concentrated. We switch between open and closed eyes 

while doing so. 

 

2nd activity: Non-verbal presentation: My life story through movement 

The aim of this activity is for participants to tell their own life story but without using any 

words. Instead they have to find a creative way to express it with movement, gestures or mime. 

It can be an important life event, their real life situation that triggered either powerful emotions, 
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important lifetime changes or just how they remember or imagine their lifetime up to the present 

moment. No music is used. Everybody else observes carefully and tries to „read“ the 

performer's story in silence. Every performer has 7 minutes to do the exercise. It is interesting 

to notice and observe what happens in our bodies and minds when we run out of 'out-of-box' 

instant ideas to present the event and we still have a couple of minutes left and especially how 

it manifests on the outside when all we are left with is our ability, capacity and freedom to be 

creative in our improvisation. This is the goal of this exercise. To develop our own imagination 

and creativity through improvisation which happens best when we stop thinking too much about 

what we should do now and allow ourselves to 'sit' and stay with a particular memory, situation, 

emotion, etc. in order to feel and explore it in more depth. Then we see where it takes us and 

how it manifests on the outside. 

 

 

3rd activity: Points and movements 

This activity takes around 15 min. We do it in pairs , and the first person starts by giving the 

movement input. The input is transmitted by light touch or touching „points' 'in our body. 

Which points the first person will choose depends on the imagination. The aim of the exercises 

is that the „receiver“ gets the message or input he would not choose maybe by himself. For 

example to move from the fourth finger, or the inner part of the foot etc. The exercise we do is 

just with the pushing direction – where I touch you, you have the feeling that something or 

some energy pushed you from that place in your body. 

The exercise can be demanding for both participants - the first person that is giving the input of 

the point or dot has to think how the person and where can move, regarding the space, body 
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shape and physical possibilities of the receiver. The receiving person has to be concentrated to 

move into the direction and the shape of the given input. 

4th activity: My Alter-ego 

The assignment of this exercise was for the participants to come up with and present their alter 

ego in front of all the participants one by one. This could be a person, an object or an animal. 

They were allowed to use words to describe it but they also had to show it using several different 

gestures/mime and movements. They were given 10 minutes to prepare and 2-3 minutes to 

perform it one by one. The assignment included giving and showing answers to the following 

questions: 

1.      What is my Alter-ego's name? 

2.      What should I do? 

3.      What do I like to do in my spare time? 

4.      What do I have/own? 

5.      How does this person dance/move when in a really good mood? 

6.      How does this person dance/move when in a bad mood? 

 

We of course do not know if this has anything to do with who they really are but it was told to 

them that it should at least be a little bit different from who they really are. By putting 

themselves in the role of someone else, the aim of this exercise is to further expand their 

improvisation skills as well as to practice creative ways and techniques from the fields of 

performative arts and theatre using their voice and other different forms of expression to express 

themselves more freely than by showing who we really are. Encouraging their individual 

creativity in this way, gives them creative freedom for that period of time to step outside of 
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their own identities, character, roles, limitations, beliefs and habits separating themselves from 

it. 

DAY 2 

1st activity 

How does your body feel today? 

The first activity is about sharing our feelings and thoughts about our day 1 experience. We 

gather in the circle and everyone says something about the effect of the previous day and adds 

some information about their body condition. 

 

 

2nd activity 

Breathing, meditation and movement exercise 

The second activity's aim is for the participants to relax and feel their body and their natural 

body rhythm in order to connect with and feel themselves, every part of their body, the 

sensations within in a much deeper level. The activity instructor is leading them through the 

process first by paying attention to their breath. We are lying on the floor with eyes closed. 

Breathing in our stomach and out paying attention to how every part of our body (our head, 

shoulders, hands, fists, fingers, upper and lower back, hips, upper and lower parts of our legs 

and feet) feels pressed against the surface that it touches while lying /sitting. At the same time 

we also try to include all our sensations in order to feel our breath travelling through our body 

while we inhale and exhale. Then we try to expand our attention listening to the sounds in the 

room we are in and from the outside. Then the instructor leads the participants through 

verbalized fantasy imagery while they let themselves 'fall' deeper into the surface in a 
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completely relaxed state of mind. The last part of the exercise by the end of fantasy storytelling 

by the exercise leader is to slowly start moving through the room following the natural flow 

and rhythm of their own body. While everyone is immersed in the fantasy landscape the aim of 

this exercise is to help the participants not only to connect with their body much deeper but to 

explore their natural body rhythm and flow while in a completely relaxed state of mind. This is 

only possible when we relax our mind and let our body be in charge. This comes naturally when 

we stop thinking about how or where to move but only let our body take us where and how it 

feels comfortable in that particular moment. 

This exercise lasts for about 20 minutes. After that we slowly mentally come back to our own 

reality and room,  again feeling the surface and sounds around the room we are doing the 

exercise. Then we open our eyes whenever each one of us feels ready. When everybody is 'back' 

we gather around in a circle on the floor and share our experience answering the instructor's 

question: How does your body feel right now after this exercise? 

 

 

3rd activity: 

Sculptures – The 1st part of the exercises is in paires, and one person is a sculptor and the other 

one is a receiver. The sculptor needs to move the receiver's body in a way he wants, starting 

with the body parts. One arm goes up, one leg moves a bit to the front etc. After 5-10 minutes 

of exploring, they switch roles, and the person who was receiving the input now becomes a 

sculptor. The aim of the exercise is to move someone's body in an unpredictable way, 

considering all obstacles like lack of space, other participants in the room, 

comfortable/uncomfortable body positions etc... 
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The 2nd part of the exercises is that the same pairs put the receivers body in one position but 

the next move is to use their body to fill the space of gaps of the receivers body. When they fill 

the space, in any way that they consider or feel, the receiver leaves his position, goes out of the 

picture and tries to find a way how to „fill“ the space of his partner, or how to react to the 

partner's position. The exploration takes around 15 minutes. We use some music as a 

background for the exercise. 

 

3rd part, as they start to move through the space, the inevitable contact with the other pairs will 

be obvious, so we (trainers) encourage them to enter in interaction with other participants. The 

exploration takes around 20 min. The aim of the exercise is to create an improvisation, 

interaction and to explore all the possibilities of interaction while creating different fors, and 

inevitably new group rhythm. 

4th activity: Can images inspire you to move? 

The activity leader/teacher shows and pronounces word by word written on a piece of paper. 

For each word participants' have an assignment is to show us in a non-verbal way how the 

words or the sound of each word inspire them to move. This assignment is done in a sitting 

position all at the same time for about a minute per word. The aim is to use their creativity in a 

way which is fully inclusive of all people regardless of differences because if you have to show 

some movement you would usually show while standing on your feet, you have to come up 

with the idea in which way you can express the same sound, movement or feeling if you were 

only able to sit. 
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5th activity: Alter ego and choreography, duration 30-40 min 

For the beginning we start with the idea of a character, their „alter ego“. Every character has 

his routine or everyday life, so the task is about finding some routine movements like drinking 

coffee, walking the dog, and calling on the phone. The participants need to find 7 ordinary, 

everyday movements and memorise them. After that part of the exercise, they connect the 

movements into one sequence. 

Next step is to find someone and teach the person his movements, the sequence. The aim of the 

exercise is to show that everything we do is a movement that could be part of some 

choreography. By teaching someone else, they have an opportunity to define their movements 

and to become more aware of them. 

Learning a new routine means adding some movements that are maybe not typically yours, or 

you wouldn't choose them in the first place, so again we put the participant out of their 

movement, their comfort zone. 

For the next step, the participants need to connect, memorize and show the choreography, but 

also to find a pair so that participant A works with participant B,  A also can comment, and 

influence on the B's choreography by saying: now stop, and here – make a pause. In this position 

you jump. Person B needs to incorporate new inputs and obviously rearrange its choreography. 

Participants can also use some objects or an obstacle to influence the choreography, like for 

example hat as an object, or chair as an obstacle. Then they switch roles. 

Last part is to perform the choreography. The aim of the last step is to see how the same 

choreography, starting from the simple daily movement routine, can be transformed into a small 

dance sequence. 

DAY 3 

1st activity 

Breathing and relaxation exercise, grounding yourself 

This was a warm-up 5-10 minutes exercise which includes breathing and relaxation technique, 

shortly massaging every part of your body starting from the tip of the head down to feet then 

while slowly inhaling and exhaling releasing tension in our body using voice and shaking up 

our body in order to feel ourselves being present in the moment, be aware of ourselves, others, 

the room and space between us. 
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2nd activity 

Move-stop-move-freeze-move 

First we all walk/ride/move around the room without any music being aware and mindful of 

others around us trying not to collide. Then after 2-3 minutes the activity leader gives an 

assignment – when one person decides to stop everybody stops. When the first person decides 

to move, everyone follows at the same speed or rhythm then stops when the first person decides 

to stop. We repeat this exercise for about 4-5 minutes. 

 

Then the activity leader turns on the music while the participants are moving around. The 

assignment is to dance to 3 different played songs (one after another) following the rhythm of 

the music. When the activity leader pauses the music everybody stops and freezes in the last 

body position they were in. When the leader plays the music again they continue to dance to 
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the songs and then freeze again when the leader pauses a song. This repeats for about 10 

minutes. 

The last part of the exercise includes for participants to dance in their own rhythm to three new 

songs which means that the rhythm of the music is not necessarily their own guidance but they 

should try only to rely on their own inner flow and body rhythm. This is more challenging as 

said by the participant after the exercises because in life most of us are taught to dance to the 

rhythm of the music. This part of the exercise also lasts for about 10 minutes. 

The aim of this exercise is not only to be fully aware of your body and other bodies around you 

and their energy, being aware of the relationship of your own body and other bodies around 

you, the space between them, but also to listen to the flow and rhythm of their own body, vs. 

the rhythm of the music, to be able to feel the difference between the two if there are any 

differences for some of them in that particular moment and mood. 

 

 3rd activity 

The last part of our workshop consisted of rehearsals of Alter ego choreography developed 

during Day 2 (the 5th activity). We had three pairs where both alter ego's in a group of two 

through their simple daily movement routine transformed their movements into a small dance 

sequence of about 3-4 minutes per group. Each group's performance had their own music 

number to perform along. After each rehearsal there was time for all the participants to reflect 

and give inputs and suggestions before the final performance which was recorded as a video 

for viewing. 
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Energisers Used in the Workshop 

Important element of the drama-action model of research (and learning) is focus on the 

participants and acknowledgement of their contribution to the process. So it is not uncommon 

that a participant who has something to show presents their knowledge (or exercises). 

DAY 4 

Rehearsal & Relaxation 

 

Evaluation 

5 Participants filled pre-survey before workshop and 6 participants filled the post-survey after 

the workshop.  

Pre-Survey Results 

Participants were asked about their expectations from the partnership, the host, and the 

workshop. Here are the answers: 

Based on the information that you have, what do you expect from the partnership?  

 Having more opportunities for future joint research  

 No expectations  

 Exchange of experience, meet nice and interesting people from other countries, to share 

knowledge, to learn new methods, exercises and workshop skills, to learn about how 

other institutions work and how they are functioning  

 I am open to possibility of cooperation between international parties. I hope to engage 

in a meaningful, thought provoking discussions to understand more different 

approaches, techniques etc. Additionally, I hope to share my knowledge with 

coparticipants, be attentive and helpful. Looking forward to meeting new and passionate 

people.   
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 I am an educator who is intrested in theatre for this reason I would like to deepen my 

knowledge in this topic. 

Based on the information that you have, what do you expect from the host?  

 Organizing daily schedule of events and keeping communication open  

 No expectations  

 That he provides full informations about the location, about the workshop and what I 

can expect from it. That the host hepls to have a good and satisfying experience  

 I do not have expectations just an open mind.   

 I expect possibility to exchange information in a pleasant atmosphere. 

Based on the information that you have, what do you expect to learn from this workshop? 

 Learning new techniques of creative drama and coming up with new ideas of research 

 I expect to learn new technics  

 I expect an interesting experience  

 Hope to learn new approaches, techniques and share the knowledge I already have.  

 New techniques and skills or methods and communicate with foreign collogues. 

 

Post-Survey Results 

 
(Optional) Please comment on the organisation. Your comments will help improve future 

events. 

 The name of the centre does not come up on google maps it seems to have several 

names. 
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1 Strongly disagree 2 I mostly disagree 3 I don't agree nor disagree

4 I mostly agree 5 I strongly agree Not applicable
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(Optional) Please comment on the facilitator. Your comments will help improve future events. 

 Very warm creating a safe place to experience new personal exploration.   

 Vanja and Marina gave an excellent workshop, teaching new exercises and brought the 

group together. 

(Optional) Please comment on other facilitators, if applicable. Participants and guest who gave 

energisers or parts of the programme. Your comments will help improve future events.  

 I enjoyed the meeting together for warm up it relaxed us in to the day and prepared us 

for the workshopping. 
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(Optional) Please comment on your learning experience. Your comments will help improve 

future events. 

 I learn great construction of self knowledge. Utilising our own experiences to forms 

basis on which to build new skills and exploration of internal / external spaces 

 
(Optional) Please comment on your overall experience. Your comments will help improve 

future events.  

 I enjoyed the structure of the programme it creating a creative environment 
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Please comment on your expectations. What was good? 

 I really enjoyed the group dynamics and the creation of a safe place .   

 Social interaction and creativity   

 Improve my English and improve my comunications with people.  

 It was good to learn a new theatrical technique that can be used for many different 

purposes. I was also very impressed with the communication I established with myself 

and other participants.  

 Highly professional participants, great energy, openess towards each other.  

 The workshop with Vanja and Marina was extraordinary fruitful. 

Please comment on your expectations. What was not to your expectation and needs to be 

improved? 

 I was excited and worried about preforming movement and dance. This is anew medium 

for me it was well structured so I felt free o enjoy and have fun in these new experience.   

 I'm very glad to be a part of this programe. 

Please comment on your expectations. What should be avoided in the future events of GUIA2? 

 To all being in the same accommodation area.  There could have been more participation 

in the workshop. However, I think this is due to the effect of the pandemic. 

Follow-Up 
 

Participants were asked about how they plan to use the knowledge they gained at the 

workshop. Here are the answers: 

 
Participants were asked about for which target group they will organise their follow-up 

workshop and who they will invite to join their follow-up activity. Here are the answers: 
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Please describe in short your planned activity. 

 I want to use the physical use of the body mechanics space rhythm and space.  

 I’m thinking about it but it’s not yet clear. 

 In school ( place of work) - presentation and workshop for anothers teachers and 

students.  

 In order to change some prejudices and raise awareness, I would love to organize a 

workshop similar to this, in which students with disabilities (especially mentaly ) and 

non-disabled students will attend. I think that with this technique, we can provide 

communication between this two groups of students, which can be more difficult in real 

life.   

 Use it for the work in mixedabled groups. 

 

Creative Evaluation 
 

What did you find the most useful? 

 The personal experience of using my discomfort to create new way of creating 

expression Group work and theoretical knowledge  

 Communications between people in artistic way by drama actions and teatre .   

 Learning that communication can be achieved much more easily in this type of activity 

than in real life.  

 Alter Ego workshop and then cooperation with a partner and final presentation.  

 Exercises and exchange of experiences with other participants 

What was the least useful?  

 May be some warm ups.  

 All elements were somehow useful, creative and helpful. 

What was difficult for you (working with people with disabilities, watching yourself on video, 

using the equipment, communicating with the trainer or other participants, etc.)? 
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 I found it was safety in the workshop a clear separation from the outside world.   

 Express myself by dance  

 Still speaking in English.   

Was there anything outside the official curriculum that you won't forget? Why? 

 The group discussions and socialising time and witches tour of City of Zagreb   

 Group dinners and activities at our freetime  

 Zagreb’s Witches tour   

 The witch trip around centre of Zagreb. 
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